Implementation
of Mobile Purchase
Approvals for Quanta
Services

Quanta Services is an American corporation that provides infrastructure services for electric
power, pipeline, industrial, and communications industries.
Quanta Services turned to Version 1’s Approval Express for JD Edwards to help reduce delays
and allow approvers to approve or reject Purchase Orders ‘on the go’ from whatever location
they are at.

Challenge
The Customer’s Challenge
With the nature of work carried out by Quanta Services, many approvers do not log onto
EnterpriseOne on a regular basis. However, they are required to log on in order to approve,
reject or review purchase orders pending approval which often causes delays in the process
as key approvers are remote and don’t always have access.
Quanta Services turned to Version 1’s Approval Express for JD Edwards to help reduce delays
and allow approvers to approve or reject Purchase Orders ‘on the go’ from whatever location they
are at. This allows approvers to see relevant information along with any media attached to the
document without having to log onto EnterpriseOne.

Solution
Utilising Approval Express
Approval Express was implemented to process standard JD Edwards Purchase Order approval
workflow messages within the Enterprise One installation at Quanta Services Inc. The new
solution sits alongside the standard JD Edwards system with no modification to standard
code but allows users to be presented with any relevant information regarding the approval
allowing them to make an informed decision without having to log in to the Enterprise One
system.
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Real Differences, Delivered.
As a result of this engagement with Version 1, the following differences were delivered:
•

Version 1 implemented Approval Express for Quanta on time and smoothly, with no additional
hardware required.

•

Quanta’s users can now approve or reject purchase orders from hundreds of geographic
locations remotely on their mobile without logging into Enterprise One.

•

Flexible templates allow additional data to be added with relative

About Approval Express
Approval Express allows senior management and approvers to respond to approval requests
on the move from anywhere in the world using any device that supports an email client, thus
significantly speeding up your organisation’s entire approval processes. Mobile Approvals for JD
Edwards provides business process improvements and greater control as well as bottom line
cost savings from the day that you begin using it.

The first group was extremely excited to get their hands on it
(Approval Express) and the feedback has been overwhelmingly
positive coming out of the business.
– Zach Walker, IT Project Manager, Quantas

To find out how Version 1
can support your ERP
Transformation, contact us:
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